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ABSTRACT

“SON OF BEATLES”: A HISTORICAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE MUSIC OF

ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA

by

Kayla D. Roth, B.M.

Texas State University-San Marcos 

May 2011

SUPERVISING PROFESSOR: NICO SCHULER

Electric Light Orchestra (ELO) was a fixture of the popular music scene in the 1970s and 

early 1980s. Of the eleven studio albums, the band released over forty singles, seven of them 

reaching the top ten on the Billboard Hot 100. Though their contemporaries held them in high 

esteem — John Lennon went so far as to call them the “son of Beatles” — they are conspicuously 

absent in some discussions of popular music history, from online Rolling Stone to the roster of 

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductees, and they have been the topic of litde, if  any, formal study. 

This thesis will feature examples from the musical output of ELO, which will be subject to both 

traditional and avant-garde methods of music analysis, as well as examinations of recording 

techniques. It is an attempt to shed light on the musical accomplishments of this band, and also to 

provide a model for popular music analysis by identifying the sonic traits that characterize their 

music and by examining the various formal organizations used within.



CHAPTER 1: A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE BAND

Britain in the 1960s was flourishing with new musical ensembles playing what was known as 

“beat music.” Influenced heavily by popular American bands such as Buddy Holly and the 

Crickets, these bands usually consisted of a lead guitar, rhythm guitar, bass guitar, and drums 

(Shepherd 2003, 62) and utilized the vocal harmonies of doo-wop (Shepherd 2003, 78). In 

Liverpool, the American rock’n’roll influence was seen the strongest; other cities of England, 

such as Birmingham, were influenced more by American blues and rhythm and blues.

In 1965, Roy Wood and Bev Bevan were among the members of the original lineup 

of The Move, a Birmingham-based group that would eventually become one of the most 

successful British bands to not have ever found success in the United States. Throughout the 

seven years of the band’s existence (the 2004 reunion not withstanding), the lineup changed 

continuously, but Wood and Bevan remained consistent, and in 1969 Wood invited Jeff 

Lynne to join, who was at the time headlining fellow Birmingham group and Wood’s former 

band The Idle Race (Brum Beat 2010a).

Lynne had joined The Idle Race, then known as The Nightriders, in 1966, after res

ponding to a newspaper advertisement. He was a relatively unknown guitarist, but the band 

was eager to showcase his skills as well as his penchant for writing Beatlesque pop songs. 

Though Wood had moved on to the more successful band The Move, he still remained on 

good terms with his former bandmates and was responsible for arranging their partnership
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with pop producers, eventually leading to their signing on with Liberty Records. Though 

they were critically respected, their records never had strong sales (Eder 2011).

Lynne and Wood shared a mutual respect and often worked together on demos, and 

they discussed working together on a project that would merge classical music with 

rock/pop.1 Wood had offered Lynne a spot in The Move, but Lynne declined, hoping still to 

steer The Idle Race to commercial success. In 1970, Lynne finally accepted Wood’s offer to 

join The Move, on the condition that they would eventually focus solely on their classical- 

meets-rock project. Their intention was to incorporate classical instruments into their guitar 

and drums setup, something that the Beatles had recently done on their song “I Am The 

Walrus” (Ankeny 2002, 358).2

The Move was receiving attention from both fans and journalists, but most inquiries 

involved the rumors coming from Birmingham concerning this side project, which had been 

rumored to be called Electric Light Orchestra, or ELO. Though Wood and Lynne were both 

aware of the rumors, they refused to confirm or deny the existence of any side project in 

light of their commitments to The Move. In a 2006 interview, Wood talked about ELO’s 

rough beginnings and their dealings with Harvest Records: “We wanted to get this ELO 

thing together, [and] knock The Move on the head ... [they] weren’t that keen to see the end 

of the band, as we had a lot of hits.” (Roy Wood, quoted in Thompson 2006,15.) The label

1 In an interview in 2006, Roy Wood spoke of the original ELO concept: “I’d had the idea... for a long 
time, since the first Move album. I was a big fan of the Beatles, especially things like ‘I Am The Walrus’ 
and ‘Strawberry Fields’ and things like that, with the George Martin string sound on them... And I thought, 
‘Wouldn’t it be great if you could represent this on stage properly?’ With your own band -  like instead of 
having a guitarist, have a cello player or a French horn player and not to use sessionmen. There were a few 
tracks that need orchestral backing, [and] the day I went in to hear the backing track with the orchestra 
playing, I thought, ‘This is brilliant. Why don’t we form a band like this? Instead of advertising for a gui
tarist, let’s get a cellist.’” (Roy Wood, quoted in Thompson 2006, 15).
2 Some sources on Electric Light Orchestra’s origins claim their goal was to pick up where The Beatles left 
off. According to an interview with Lynne in 2001, “That’s what Roy [Wood] said to a paper once and it 
stuck for years afterwards and it was a real drag trying to live that one down! I never said it.” (Jeff Lynne, 
quoted m Silverstein and Acunto 2001).
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agreed to let Wood and Lynne release a record as ELO; though much of the creative talent’s 

free time was spent writing and recording music for the side project (Brum Beat 2010b), they 

were still contractually obligated to write for The Move. After their final album Message From 

The Country produced two Wood-penned hit singles, “Chinatown” and “Tonight,” the side 

project’s release was delayed due The Move’s U.S. tour (Rees and Crampton 1991). After the 

tour concluded, The Move officially retired from live performances, though they would still 

exist in name through the development of the new band. In December of 1971, ELO re

leased their self-titled debut album.3 4

Sales for the ELO album were slow; The Move, on the other hand, had a #7 hit on 

the U.K. charts (“California Man”) two months later, in June of 1972. Its B-side, the Lynne- 

penned “Do Ya,” was released as an A-side in the United States, resulting in their only U.S. 

chart entry, reaching #93 (Rees and Crampton 1991,174).

The first ELO single, “10538 Overture,” reached the top ten on British charts, which 

helped the album to eventually reach #32 in the U.K. (Rees and Crampton 1991).Written by 

Lynne, it was originally intended to be a B-side for The Move, until Wood added multiple 

cellos to the mix. As Wood recalled,

I had just bought this cheap Chinese cello, which I’d had for a couple of 

weeks. We played the track back, and I played these Jim i Hendrix riffs to it 

on the cello. Jeff said it sounded great, so I went into the studio and put 15

3 Of Message From The Country; Wood says it was recorded at the same time as ELO’s debut album: “This 
is why there’s quite a lot of ELO influence in the Message From The Country album, which we were re
cording at the same time. The ELO sound was bom at this time.” (Roy Wood, quoted in Thompson 2006, 
15).
4 A secretary from United Artists in the U.S. telephoned Arden about the name of the album. Unable to 
reach him, she left a message that there was “no answer” from him, leading the album to be mistakenly 
released as No Answer in the United States in 1972 (Rees and Crampton 1991, 174).
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of them on, and it sounded like some heavy-metal orchestra. It turned into 

“10538 Overture.” (Roy Wood, quoted in Thompson 2006,16).

Lynne also spoke of the early recording sessions:

Roy was becoming an ama2ing multi-instrumentalist. If you could blow it, 

pluck it, strum it or bow it, Roy could play it. That’s what [the] album is 

about, using strange instruments (to us) and getting new ideas. It’s a pretty 

wacky [album], so innocent yet so bold. It goes to some really strange places.

(Lynne 2006a).

Drummer Bev Bevan, bassist Richard Tandy, pianist and hornist Bill Hunt, cellists 

Andy Craig and Hugh McDowell, as well as violinists Steve Woolam and W ilf Gibson com

pleted the lineup, and the end of The Move and the final transition into the new band came 

when ELO had its first live performance in April of 1972 at the Greyhound pub in Croydon, 

London. The media deemed the show disastrous, though perhaps Lynne did not notice: “I 

was probably too drunk. In those days you couldn’t hear anything because there was no way 

of amplifying the cellos and stuff. So we used to have this habit of going down the pub for 

quite a long time before we went on — it numbed the pain a bit.” Wood attributed this to the 

fact that they “played too many big venues. If we’d done more small clubs at first, we could 

have got the sound together. But because the halls were big and everyone used to turn up 

their electric instruments, the string players didn’t have a chance. Nobody could hear what 

they were playing.” (Roy Wood, quoted in Thompson 2006, 17).
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The music press added more friction to relations within the band. While promoting 

their album, ELO travelled to Italy where they were disappointed to find the media’s atten

tion was focused entirely on Wood. As The Move had had great success in Italy but had 

rarely visited, the locals were anxious to focus on Wood’s work while disregarding both the 

new music and his new bandmates.

During the recording sessions for the second album, Wood quit the band, taking 

Hunt and McDowell with him to form the more pop-oriented group Wizzard. As ELO was 

Wood’s concept in the first place, it was surprising that he would leave so soon after the 

band’s inception. It is difficult to pinpoint exactly why Wood left, as both he and Lynne 

have offered various explanations. Roy Wood said:

I left partly because attention was being focused on me, and not the band as 

a whole, and partly to save the friendship between Jeff and myself. He and 

Richard Tandy worked very hard to get the band together, and as soon as we 

came offstage, the press used to click their cameras at me and ask what I 

thought about this and that. It just wasn’t fair, and it got to the point where 

Jeff didn’t speak to me much, and I couldn’t stand that. That’s basically why I 

left. (Roy Wood, quoted in Thompson 2006).

Jeff Lynne explained it differently:

We were both sort of producers, and it got to the point where you’d go to 

the studio and it’d be who could get to the desk first: I ’m doing this bit!’

And it got to be childish, really. And he’d already formed this other group, 

Wizzard, without telling us. There was no notice. He said, “I’ve got this other 

group now. See ya!” (Jeff Lynne, quoted in Thompson 2006).
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Roy Wood stated elsewhere:

Basically, my main reason for leaving was more to do with the behind-the- 

scenes things. There was a lot of political stuff going on that I didn’t like, and 

I left for those reasons. Nothing to do with the music or, the press tried to 

make a big thing about me and Jeff falling out, and it was nothing to do with 

that at all, really, it was basically down to a management thing that I wasn’t 

happy with. (Roy Wood, quoted in Kinch 1993).

Another explanation from Wood:

It was decided that I should leave because I had a name and was more likely 

to succeed at anything else ... When I quit, I was so disappointed that I 

didn’t want to form another group, and then Wizzard came up. (Roy Wood, 

quoted in Sharp 1994).

In addition to these conflicting stories from the band members, the media put their 

own spin on Wood’s departure, claiming internal friction and animosity fueled his leaving. 

Wood was adamant to express his benevolent feelings for ELO, claiming there were no hard 

feelings between him and his former bandmates. After Melody Maker, a weekly music news

paper published in the United Kingdom, criticized ELO on a recent London show, Wood 

wrote a letter to the paper defending ELO and claiming: “It was the best show I’d seen by 

any group for ages, with plenty of excitement and good humor.” (Roy Wood, quoted in 

Thompson 2006, 17).

Regardless of the reasons, Wood’s leaving birthed the assumption from the music 

press that ELO would be disbanded. Instead, Lynne stepped up as the chief songwriter with
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creative control over the direction of the band. Tandy switched from bass to the newly- 

popular Moog synthesizer, and Mike de Albuquerque stepped in on bass. After the departure 

of Andy Craig in 1972, the cellos were played by Mike Edwards and Colin Walker and, along 

with the violin, were now amplified to the same extent as the rest of the instruments, which 

gready improved the live performances (Caiger 2006).

The 1970s continued to be fortuitous for ELO. The second album, ELO 2, pro

duced the first single to chart in the United States; charting at 6 in the U.K., “Roll Over Bee

thoven” charted at 42 on the U.S. Billboard (Billboard 2010a). Though not a huge success, it 

was a precursor to the massive success they would enjoy in the United States in the coming 

decade.

For the third album, 1973?s On The Third Day, more lineup changes were made.

McDowell returned from Wizzard and replaced Walker, and Mik Kaminski replaced Gibson
\

on violin. “Showdown,” the first single released, was well-received domestically (charting at 

#12 in the U.K.) and less so abroad, charting at 53 on the U.S. Billboard (Chart Stats 2010; 

Billboard 2010a). American success eluded them until the release of their fourth album in 

1974, Eldorado, A Symphony.

ELO had been forming quite a following in the U.S., with their concert attendance 

growing so quickly that United Artists released a live album in May of 1974 entitled The Night 

The Eight Went Out in Long Beach, specifically for the U.S. market (Thompson 2006, 16). The 

first single from the Eldorado, “Can’t Get It Out of My Head,” reached the U.S. Billboard top 

ten (Billboard 2010a), promoting American awareness of ELO, and Eldorado became their



first album to be certified gold in the United States (RIAA 2010).5 After its release, Walker 

left the band, and Gibson and Edwards left the band to be replaced by Kelly Groucutt and 

Melvyn Gale, respectively.

Eldorado was a turning point in the sound of ELO; it marked the first time Lynne 

hired a choir and orchestra (Lynne 2001b); strings were no longer overdubbed to create 

depth.6 By his own account, Lynne had been “holding back55 on the first three albums, reluc

tant to do things he truly wanted for fear they would not be well-received; with Eldorado, he 

began to trust his intuition, and ELO’s success soon reached unforeseen heights (Thompson 

2006, 17).

“Evil Woman,55 from their 1975 album Face The Music, reached #10 in both the U.S. 

and U.K. (Chart Stats 2010; Billboard 2010a); the album also produced the hit single 

“Strange Magic,55 which reached #14 in the U.S. (Billboard 2010a).

Over the next several years, they continued to have enormous success in the U.S., 

and with the release of their sixth album, 19765s A New World Record,, they finally saw mam- 

stream success in the U.K. that they had not seen since their second album. The singles 

“Telephone Line55 and “Livin’ Thing55 charted both domestically and internationally, and the 

album itself was certified two-times platinum in the U.S. (RIAA 2010).

Their success culminated with 19775s Out o f the Blue, which was four-times platinum 

in the United States (RIAA 2010). It produced such gems as “Turn To Stone,55 “Mr. Blue

5 The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) indicates that to be certified gold, a record must 
sell 500,000 units. To be certified platinum, it must sell one million. To be certified diamond, it must sell 
ten million or more (RIAA, 2010). In the United Kingdom, the numbers are slightly different. For a silver 
certification, the record must sell 60,000 units. For gold, it must sell 100,000 units, and for platinum it must 
sell 300,000 (B PI2010).
6 Lynne says of the opening track: “This was the first time I’d ever used a big orchestra on a record. Up 
until then it had been just two cellos and a violin double-tracked a few times. I was thrilled when the 30- 
piece struck up on the big intro.” (Lynne 2001b).

8
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Sky/5 “Sweet Talkin5 Woman/5 and “Wild West Hero.55 Out o f the Blue almost went on to be

come Britain’s biggest selling double album, but it was surpassed only by the massively suc

cessful soundtracks for Saturday Night Fever (1977) and Grease (1978) (Thompson 2006,18). 

By this time, ELO’s stage shows had become extremely ornate, featuring lasers, fog ma

chines, and more memorably, a giant metal spaceship (Porter 2010a) and even an exploding 

cello (Thompson 2006, 18).

In 1979, the album Discovery showed heavy disco influences, showcasing “four-on- 

the-floor55 drum beats and a syncopated bass line, and the rich orchestral sound that was 

prominent in disco music was well-suited for ELO. The album was very well-received, going 

two-times platinum in the U.S. (Billboard 2010a) and platinum in the U.K. (Chart Stats 

2010), and producing such hits as “Don’t Bring Me Down,” “Last Tram To London,” and 

“Shine A Little Love.” This would be the last time the classic lineup would be together, as 

the string section — at this point, Kaminski, McDowell, and Gale — was let go shortly after 

the release.7

Lynne describes these years — the years of A New World Record, Out o f  the Blue, and 

Discovery — as ELO’s peak, both creatively and commercially, and admits that they should 

have quit then:

There was no way of following [those records]. But there were contracts to fulfill, so 

I was forced to do things I didn’t want to do, just because of signing bits of paper 

when you don’t know what you’re doing ... you don’t reali2e what you’re getting in

to. So it turned out I had to do another 93 albums for ELO. (Thompson 2006,18).

7 As Lynne was regularly using a full orchestra in recordings, the official three-piece string section was 
only used in concert (Lynne 1979). After Discovery, ELO only did one more tour to promote Time in 1981. 
As that album did not feature strings very prevalently, for the tour keyboards were used entirely in lieu of 
strings. Mik Kamanski returned briefly to play on Secret Messages in 1983.
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In 1980, Lynne agreed to write the soundtrack for the movie Xanadu. Starring Olivia 

Newton-John and aiming to capitalize on her recent success in Grease, the movie itself per

formed poorly at the box office8, while the soundtrack enjoyed great success. The title track, 

performed by both Newton-John and ELO, was a world-wide hit, and the singles “All Over 

The World” and “Fm Alive” proved to be popular m both the U.S. and the U.K. (Chart 

Stats 2010; Billboard 2010a).

ELO’s tenth studio album, Time, was a science fiction-based concept album. Synthe

sizers, now prevalent on the pop music scene, were used heavily in lieu of a string section.

Of the four singles released, “Hold On Tight” was the most successful, reaching #4 in the 

U.K. (Chart Stats 2010) and #8 in the U.S.; the other three singles were not as well-received 

in the United States (Billboard 2010).

Though it was originally intended to be a double album, Secret Messages was released 

in 1983 as a single disc (Mathews 2010). It was immediately a success in the U.K., though it 

would mark the beginning of the end for the band. Bassist Kelly Groucutt resigned, and Bev 

Bevan expressed interest in permanently joining rock band Black Sabbath, for whom he had 

been drumming during breaks from ELO.

In 1985, Balance o/Pomrwas released, and it would be ELO’s last studio album until 

2001 ’s Zoom. Though it was certified silver in the U.K. (BPI 2010), only one single (“Calling 

America”) charted. The group had whittled to a trio of Lynne, Tandy, and Bevan. After van-

8 According to the Internet Movie Database (IMDB), Xanadu"§ overall gross was $2.7 million more than its 
original budget. It has since achieved the status as somewhat of a cult classic; while it has received a 41% 
rating at RottenTomatoes.com and been described as “a box-office disaster” (Rees and Crampton 1991, 
175) and “one word that destroyed Jeff Lynne’s reputation forever” (Starostin 2010), its user ratings on 
IMDB.com show the largest percentage of users gave it the highest score of 10 (though the second-largest 
percentage gave it a score of 1), and it has received a spot at BadMovies.org, a site with the aim to “glorify 
the genre” of b-movies (Bomtreger 2010).
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ous promotional appearances both in Europe and the United States, the group parted ways, 

and an official declaration of disbandment was made in 1988.

Since the dissolve, there have been two more incarnations of Electric Light Orches

tra. In 1988, Bevan approached Lynne to reform; when Lynne declined, he renamed his 

project ELO Part II. Now known as The Orchestra, they continue to tour and record music 

(Orchestra 2010). The 2001 rendering of the band will be discussed momentarily.

As the sole constant member of ELO and the main creative force — his creative do

minance as producer, songwriter, arranger, lead singer, and guitarist could almost make ELO 

appear to be a solo effort — it is worth noting Lynne’s career outside of the band. In addition 

to being a prolific songwriter (with the exception of cover songs, he wrote all of ELO’s out

put from the second album on), Lynne was also in high demand as a producer. He produced 

most of ELO’s albums, and after the dissolution of the band he focused almost exclusively 

on studio production work. He wrote and produced Dave Edmunds’ 1983 hit “Slipping 

Away” and also played on sessions for Edmunds’ album Information (1983). He then pro

duced six tracks (as well as writing three) for Edmunds’ follow-up album, Riff Raff (1984).

Through Edmunds, Lynne became acquainted with their mutual fnend George Har

rison, who was working on music for his forthcoming 1987 solo effort Cloud Nine. Harrison 

asked Lynne to produce the album, and Lynne also co-wrote three of the tracks with Harri

son (“That’s What It Takes,” “This Is Love,” and “When We Was Fab”) and supplied some 

of the bass, guitars, keyboards, and vocal tracks.

His association with Harrison during this time led to the formation of The Travelling 

Wilburys, a supergroup comprised of himself, Harnson, Tom Petty, Roy Orbison, and Bob



Dylan.9 They released two albums that were very well-received, the first of which spent 53 

weeks on the U.S. charts, peaking at #3, and won a Grammy for Best Rock Performance by 

a Duo or Group. Lynne went on to produce Orbison’s 1989 record Mystery Girl, and he co

wrote many of its tracks, including the hit “You Got It.” Orbison later said that Lynne was 

the best producer he’d ever worked with (Amburn 1990, 213).

In 1989, Lynne co-produced and co-wrote Tom Petty’s album Yuli Moon Fever; which 

included the hit singles “Free Failin’,” “I Won’t Back Down,” and “Runnin’ Down a 

Dream,” the latter of which referenced Del Shannon,10 whose last album, Rock On! (1991), 

included tracks co-written by Lynne and was finished by Lynne after Shannon’s death. Other 

Lynne-penned songs include “One Way Love” (1985) for Agnetha Faltskog, three tracks on 

Duane Eddy’s self-titled 1987 album, and “Falling In Love” for Randy Newman’s 1988 al

bum Land o f Dreams, which Lynne also produced. Former Beach Boy Brian Wilson recruited 

Lynne to co-produce his 1988 self-tided album for which he also co-wrote a track (“Let It 

Shine”).

In 1990, Lynne rejoined his Travelling Wilburys bandmates to release Travelling Wil

burys Vol 3, and he also released his first solo album Armchair Theatre, which featured Harri

son and Tandy. While it received critical praise, it failed to achieve commercial success, peak

ing at #83 in the U.S. (Billboard 2010). In 1991, he worked again with Tom Petty, producing 

and co-writing many tracks for Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers’ Into The Great Wide Open.

12

9 In a 2001 interview, Lynne explains the formation of the group: “The Wilburys sort of came together at 
night time in George’s studio. We’d talk about it every night after we finished a mix ... during Cloud Nine. 
And we kept saying,4 We can have a group,’ and 4 Who would you have in it?’ I said, T d  have Roy Orbi
son in it.’ Just as a ... (A wish list?) Exactly! I’d say, T il have Bob Dylan in it.’ And we both got to know 
Tom and he seemed like the ideal guy... So we phoned them up and they all want to be in it. It was as sim
ple as that really.” (Silverstein and Acunto 2001)
10 The first verse includes the line 44Me and Del were singing Little Runaway...”
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The next year, he produced Roy Orbison’s posthumous album King o f Hearts, which featured 

the hit single “I Drove All Night.”

In 1994, Lynne was asked by Harrison to help restore some of John Lennon’s origi

nal studio material to be used on The Beatles’ Anthology album series. Demos for Lennon’s 

songs “Free As A Bird” and “Real Love” were both digitally processed and Harrison, Ringo 

Starr, and Paul McCartney’s parts were overdubbed, resulting in a virtual Beatles reunion 

(Face The Music Germany 2010). Lynne went on to produce Starr’s album Time Takes Time 

(1992) and McCartney’s Flaming Pie (1997), as well as contribute to Juliana Raye’s Something 

Peculiar (1992), Roger McGuinn’s Pack From Rio (1991), Joe Cocker’s Night Calls (1991), 

Aerosmith’s song “Lizard Love” (1993), Tom Jones’ song “Lift Me Up” (a song from 

Lynne’s Armchair Theatre and covered by Jones in 1994 on his album The Lead and How To 

Swing It), Bonnie Tyler’s song “Time Mends a Broken Heart” (1995), Hank Marvin and Mark 

Knopflier’s 1993 version of “Wonderful Land,” and the Tandy Morgan Band’s song “Ac

tion” (1986).

In 2001, Lynne reformed Electric Light Orchestra to release Zoom, though the only 

other original returning member was Richard Tandy, who played on one track. The album 

featured guest artists, including former Beatles Ringo Starr and George Harrison. Album 

sales were lackluster, and the North American tour was cancelled. That same year, Lynne 

began working with Harrison on what would be the latter’s final album, Brainwashed. After 

Harrison’s death in November of 2001, Lynne continued to work on the album and was 

heavily involved in the 2002 memorial Concert For George. The subsequent 2003 DVD re

lease of the concert, produced by Lynne, won a Grammy.
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Lynne again reunited with Tom Petty in 2006 to produce his third solo album, High

way Companion. In 2009, Lynne was honored with the Golden Note Award from the Ameri

can Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP 2009), and revealed in an inter

view from around the same time that he was working on another solo project as well as a 

new album with former Eagles member Joe Walsh. He also produced four tracks on anti

folk singer-songwriter Regina Spektor’s fifth album, Far (2009).

Though Bev Bevan published a book of behind-the-scenes photographs and anec

dotes from touring days (Bevan 1981), there has not been a definitive published biography 

of ELO; the information gathered and presented here is from numerous sources, including 

but certainly not limited to: websites (Porter 2010b; Starostin 2010; Michel 2002), general 

rock history books (Ankeny 2002, 358; Shepherd 2003, 63; Strong and Peel 2004, 489), mag

azines (Thompson 2006), and liner notes (Lynne 1979, 2001, 2006a, 2006b, 2006c; Caiger 

2006). It is hoped that this collection of information may serve as a future reference for 

study on the band, and may provide some insight into the social context of the music pre

sented.
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CHAPTER 2: ANALYSIS OF POPULAR MUSIC

Perhaps because of the immense variety now available in music, a theory of popular music 

form has yet to be developed. In Christopher Endrinal’s dissertation, Form and Style in the Mu

sic o f U2, he asserts that much of the research done in the realm of popular music has been 

concerned with meaning and interpretation, and the influence it may have had on a particu

lar social situation rather than theoretical analysis of the music itself (Endrinal 2008, 20). En- 

dnnal goes on to discuss current trends in popular music analysis: John Covach, an expert in 

the field of rock history and analysis (Covach 2006), suggests that analysis would begin with 

chord progressions, then the harmonic structure of phrasing, which in turn make up sections 

that altogether make one of the general types of forms. Other elements, such as melody, 

text, and rhythm, should be analyzed separately and then incorporated into the overall analy

sis (Covach 2005). Rock historian Walter Everett (1999, 2001) prefers to focus first on har

monic, melodic, rhythmic, and lyncs, and then on instrumentation and production and how 

it relates to formal structure (see also Endrinal 2008, 21). Ken Stephenson argues that tradi

tional formal structures depend on cues found in cadence patterns and key schemes to deli

neate sections, but in popular music these cues are found in text, mstrumentation, rhythm, 

and harmony (Stephenson 2002, 122). Both Covach and Stephenson have proposed types of 

general forms for popular music, such as AABA Form, Verse-Chorus Bridge, Rounded Bi

nary, and others. Conversely, other popular music scholars such as Philip Tagg and Richard 

Middleton avoid using forms extensively in their analyses, instead focusing on musical spe

cifics in relation to meaning and interpretation (Endrinal 2008, 21).
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Another reason for the difficulty in estabkshing models for popular song analysis is 

perhaps the relative newness of popular music in the overall timeline of Western music. As a 

result, music scholars have not been exposed to it as long and might not have as much expe

rience with popular music as they have with art music (Endrinal 2008). One of the main 

goals of this thesis is to use the music of Electric Light Orchestra as an example while pro

viding such a model.
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS OF SELECTED SONGS

3.1. An Outline of the Study

This study will provide a model for analysis of popular music, using examples from the mus

ical output of Electric Light Orchestra. I will identify the some or aural traits that character

ize ELO’s music, i.e. the aural surface details that distinguish ELO’s music from the music 

by other artists. Using those characteristics, I will examine the various formal organizations 

ELO uses in their songs and how each section relates to the surrounding sections as well as 

to the overall form of the song. I have been gready inspired by Christopher Endrinal’s dis

sertation, Form and Style in the Music ofU2 , which also examines the salient musical traits pre

sented in the subject’s music. Though the general ideas and initial approaches of the studies 

are similar, they differ in the presentation of materials and, as the studies concern two entire

ly different bands, in the results.

The first task in beginning the study was to establish which songs would be studied. 

An extensive study of the band’s entire catalogue would be ideal, but inappropriate for the 

size of this study. Instead, the song selections were made on the basis of commercial success 

in the two biggest English-speaking markets: only the band’s most successful original singles 

— those that were written by ELO and that ranked in the top twenty on the U.S. Billboard 

Hot 100 or the U.K. Singles Chart — will be considered. With that filter in place, the song 

selection is narrowed down to the following song list:
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Year Song Tide U.S. Billboard 

Chart position

U.K. Singles 

Chart posi

tion

1972 10538 Overture 9

1973 Showdown 53 12

1974 Can’t Get It Out O f My Head 9 -

1975 Evil Woman 10 10

1976 Strange Magic 14 38

1976 Livin’ Thing 13 4

1977 Rockana! - 9

1977 Telephone Line 7 8

1977 Turn To Stone 13 18

1978 Sweet Talkin’ Woman 17 6

1978 Mr. Blue Sky 35 6

1978 Wild West Hero - 6

1979 The Diary of Horace Wimp ~ 8

1979 Last Train To London 39 8

1979 Confusion 37 8

1979 Shine A Litde Love 8 6

1979 D on’t Bring Me Down 4 3

1980 Xanadu (featuring Olivia Newton John) 8 1

1980 All Over The World 13 11

1980 I’m Alive 16 20

1981 Hold On Tight 10 4

1983 Rock cn’ Roll Is King 19 13

Figure 3-1: Chartperformances o f selected singles in the 
U.S. and the U.K." 11

11 indicates that the single did not chart (Billboard 2010a, Chart Stats 2010).
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As the Figure 3.1 shows, most of these twenty-two songs were popular in both the 

U.S. and the U.K., though several of them charted higher than 20 in the U.K. and not in the 

U.S., and two of them in the U.S. and not in the U.K. Further research and analysis of the 

songs could produce some insight into popular music trends at the time and possibly the 

reason(s) for disparity between the charts. Their cover of Chuck Berry’s “Roll Over Beetho

ven” charted at number six in the U.K. and 42 in the U.S., but it will not be considered in 

this study as it was not an original composition.

The next step of the study was to begin analyzing the music. I began my analysis not 

with score study, but with listening to the music and making notes of aural characteristics. I 

particularly listened for any characteristics the songs had in common and for any traits that 

distinguished ELO from other pop/rock bands. For harmonic and formal analysis, I pre

pared a Roman numeral analysis and formal outline for each song by ear, and then checked 

my analyses against those presented in the Hal Leonard scores (Lynne 2007). I used the 

compact disc releases of the songs, particularly the 2006 release of A ll Over The World: The 

Very Best o f Electric Tight Orchestra, a collection of remastered songs that includes almost every 

song presented in this study. In the A ll Music Guide To Rock, Stewart Mason calls the remas

tered ELO catalogue “worlds better” than the somewhat muffled and distant-sounding LPs 

(Mason 2002, 359). After becoming very familiar aurally with these songs, I supplemented 

my studies with the Piano, Vocal, and/or Guitar scores published by Hal Leonard (Lynne 

2007). While these scores are arrangements of the songs and not direct transcriptions, they 

did serve as a mostly accurate guide upon which to base my own transcriptions.

When harmonies are discussed in a harmonic or tonal context, they are referred to 

by an uppercase or lowercase Roman numeral; major and augmented harmonies use upper
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case letters, and minor and diminished harmonies use lowercase. Roman numerals will be 

placed within brackets to separate them from the prose. When referring to a chord out of 

context, I use pop symbols (letter names). In both cases, qualifiers follow the letter. As there 

is much variety in the notation of pop symbols, it is prudent to explain how they will be 

shown. The following table shows how different chords may be notated using C as the ex

ample root tone.

Jazz  symbol N a m e  of chord C h o rd  tones R o m a n  N u m e ra l

C major C E G I

Cm7 major seventh C E G B 7 ^ 7

C l dominant seventh C E G B b V7

C9 dominant ninth C E G Bb D V9

Cm7 minor seventh C Eb G Bb vi7

Cdim diminished CEbGb ii°

c + augmented C E G # 1+

C/G inverted C E G  with G in the bass 16

Figure 3-2: Methods o f notation used in this thesis.

To clarify the points of discussion, I use transcriptions that I based on the Hal Leo

nard scores as well as reductive sketches. In lieu of measure numbers, approximate minutes 

and seconds (mm:ss) will be used to identify particular parts of songs. Unless otherwise 

noted, specific notes will be notated as they sound using the system of pitch designation 

wherein C4 represents middle C.
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3.2. Sonic Traits

In this section, I will identify the salient aural events that define the Electric Light Orches

tra’s characteristic sound. These are traits that many of ELO’s most commercially successful 

songs have m common; therefore, it may be presumed that these are the traits that many lis

teners would associate with ELO. The traits discussed in this chapter include use of orches

tral strings (violin and cello), chorus, call-and-response, scalar and apeggiated chord passages 

and countermelodies in the strings, use of voice alteration and flanging, and polyrhythm. 

Each trait will be defined and shown in examples; when applicable, any sub-traits of a specif

ic trait will be defined and examined.

I identified these traits first and foremost by listening to the songs many times, to the 

point of being intimately acquainted with each one. Aural examination of music proved to 

yield much more information than reviewing transcripts; after all, the songs presented here 

were written to be recorded and experienced audibly. In liner notes of A New World Record, 

Jeff Lynne recalls his fondness of the studio and recording over playing live on tour: “Being 

in the studio was what I longed for all the while, I just wanted to get back in again, every 

time I finished an album, I just wanted to start another one because I was totally into writing 

songs and producing recordings of them.” (Lynne 2006b.) Much like a painting is viewed as 

a cohesive work of art and not simply the end result of brushstrokes upon canvas, songs are 

unified works that should be experienced initially as whole, audible works of art. Only after 

becoming familiar with them audibly should one examine the “brushstrokes” of the music — 

the transcripts of the music as well as the production techniques and effects.

The following table shows the occurrence of the aforementioned traits:
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Song title (year released)
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10538 Overture (1972) X X X X

Showdown (1973) X X X X X

Can’t Get It O ut O f My Head 

(1974)

X X X X X X

Evil Woman (1975) X X X X X X X

Strange Magic (1976) X X X X X X

Livin' Thing (1976) X X X X X

Rockana! (1977) X X X

Telephone Line (1977) X X X X X

Turn To Stone (1977) X X X X X

Mr. Blue Sky (1978) X X X X X

Wild West Hero (1978) X X X X

Sweet Talkin’ Woman (1978) X X X X X

Shine A Little Love (1979) X X X X X X

The Diary of Horace Wimp (1979) X X X X X X X

D on’t Bring Me Down (1979) X

Confusion (1979) X X X X X

Last Train To London X X X X

I’m Alive (1980) X X X X

Xanadu (1980) X X X X X X

All Over The World (1980) X X X X X X X

Hold On Tight (1981) X X

Rock ‘n’ Roll Is King (1983) X X

Figure 3-3: Aural traits found in the selected songs.
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3.2.1. Vocal Layering/ Chorale 

A cursory glance at Figure 3-3 reveals that the use of chorale is the most prevalent trait oc-

curring ill these songs: it is the only one of the identified traits that appears ill every song. 

While the function of the chorale differs from song to song, its characteristics remain some-

what consistent. In most illstances, the chorale is men's voices12 stacked in closed-position 

harmomes. When the melody lme itself is layered, the voices usually surround the main me-

lody lme; when used as an element ill a call-and-response passage (described ill more detail ill 

the following section), the voices often appear an octave above the melody. This section will 

cover the former situation exclusively. 

One of the most blatant examples of vocal layerillg can be seen in "Don't Bnng Me 

Down." With the exception of the first verse, the entirety of the melodic lme is layered 

throughout the song. The first verse begms with a single lme starting on G natural, shown in 

Figure 3-4. 

You got me run - nin' go - in1 out of my mind 

3 

You got me think - in' that I'm wast - in' my time 

Figure 34: "Don't Bring Me Down': verse one (00:17). 

12 The liner notes of each album attribute "vocals" to Jeff Lynne, Kelly Groucutt, Bev Bevan, and Richard 
Tandy, so it is assumed that sections featuring vocal layering are these men singing in three- or four-part 
harmony. 





i 

know it sounds a fool - ish thing to say __ but it_ 

'&•__;; a. J j J~J?J. J J Jl .J i1~fJ J i===!+±d '---"" don't mat - ter ba - by 'cause to - day's an -oth-er day 

'- · You shine a lit-tle love on my life __ 
"--· 

You shine a lit-tie love on my life __ 

Figure 3-6: "Shine A Lzttle Love" (00:27). 

In a bro - ken Stone Age dawn_ You fly_ So high __ I get a 

strange_ ma - gic (oh what a strange_ ma - gic (oh it's a ) 

strange_ ma - gic 

Figure 3-7: "Strange Magic" (00:30). 
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3.2.2. Call-and-Response

In music, a call-and-response is the succession of two distinct melodic fragments or phrases, 

usually played by different musicians, in which the second phrase can be heard as a direct 

commentary or response to the first. ELO uses this technique extensively in the selected 

songs and in a variety of manners.

The first type of the call-and-response passages is what will be called “ornamental re

sponse.” In this scenario, the single vocal line of the melody is answered by a chorus of men, 

usually singing an octave above the melody, although there are some instances in which the 

response is in the same register as the melody. The responses of the chorus are, textually 

speaking, superfluous, i.e. they do not add text to the song or continue a thought expressed 

in the lyrics, but instead repeat the words previously sung. In this way, the chorus is acting as 

decoration or ornamentation to the melody. These responses may be close-position harmo

nies such as the choruses seen in section 3.2.1., or they may be sung in unison.

The verses and chorus of “Sweet Talkin’ Woman” are comprised of call and orna

mental response. In the verse, the response (shown in parenthesis in Figure 3-8) is the repeti

tion of the immediately preceding word and note with added chord tones stacked above it. 

The highest note in the response, a C5, represents one full octave above the lowest note in 

the melody, a C4.

26

hop - in' (hop - in') for a chance to meet

Figure 3-8: “Sweet Talkin’ Woman,” verse one (00:18).
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The chorus of the song features ornamental response, first begillning an octave be

low the 1n1t:J..al "slow down," shown in the second measure of Figure 3-9. The next measure 

sees the melody lower ill pitch as the response raises, leadmg to the voice crossing heard ill 

the fourth measure of the example. This sectlon of the song also shows how these traits are 

inherently linked to another, as the response and melody come together ill an example of 

voice layerillg as discussed in sect:J..on 3.2.1. 

sweet talk - in' wo 

(slow down) (s low down) 

Figure 3-9: "Sweet Ta/kin' Woman" chorus (00:48). 

"Livln' Thing" showcases the ornamental response start:J..ng ill the second verse. In 

this example, the words sung by the chorus are not repetltlons of words immediately preced

illg them, but illstead are repetltions of words sung earher in the song. At 1: 10, there is a 

brief interlude ill which Lynne snnply sings, "I'm takin' a dive," a seemmg non seqmtur in 

the context of the song. In the second verse, the response to the melody's call is a repetltion 

of these words (shown in figure 3-10). The same response is seen also in the third verse and 
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ill another illterlude, making it a textual motif. Tlus example also shows both an ornamental 

response an octave above the melody and a response sung in unison in the same register as 

the melody. 

Mak-in' be - heve_ this is what- you con - cicved_ from your worst day_ (l'm 

tak-m' a dive) Oh mov-ing in line_ then you look __ back in time_ to the 

7 !:~ l ~ ~ ~ t b~ 
~ ~ ~ ~: 7. I 

-.I-
7. ~ II 

first day (I'm tak - in' I'm tak - in') 

Figure 3-10: "L.zvzn' Thing" (1:29). 

The second type of the call-and-response passages differs from the first ill regards to 

text. In tlus type, which will be referred to as "next-line response," the single vocal hne of 

the melody is immediately followed by a chorus singmg what logically appears to be the next 

line of the text. Tlus is in stark contrast to the ornamental response: mstead of slmply 

echomg the text, the chorus provides the next line of the lyrics, which elevates it to equal 

1mportance with the main melodic voice. In determinmg the type of response, perhaps more 

tellmg is the ratio of duration between the original call and the response: ornamental res-

ponses tend to be shorter than the melodic fragments they follow, whereas next-hne res-

ponses usually are equal to, or greater than, the melodic fragments m length and often are 

similar to the fragments rhythmically. 
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Figure 3-11: “Telephone Fine ” (01:48).

The bridge of “Telephone Line”, shown in Figure 3-11, is unique in that it can be in

terpreted in different ways and still result in the same conclusion. In the liner notes of EFO’s 

Greatest Fitts, the lyrics of the bridge read: “I look into the sky / and I wonder why” - which 

an astute reader will notice as being devoid of the lyrics of the response. The hallmark of a 

next-line response is its equal standing with the melody, and here the equality can be seen in 

two different ways. Figure 3-11 can be seen as being composed of four musical fragments 

that form two phrases, and the interpretation of the section can differ depending upon the 

grouping of the fragments.
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The aforementioned liner notes suggest the following grouping:

Phrase A: I look into the sky, and I wonder why (mm. 1 and 3 of the example)

Phrase B: The love you need ain ’t gonna see you through, the little things you planned 
ain ’t coming true (mm. 2 and 4)_______________________________________________

With this grouping, the solo vocal melody is seen as being interrupted by the fragments of 

the chorale phrase. The Hal Leonard score, however, includes the lyrics of the response, 

which suggests the following grouping:

Phrase A: I look into the sky, the love you need ain’t gonna see you through (mm. 1-2) 

Phrase B: And I wonder why, the little things you planned ain’t coming true (mm. 3-4)

In either case, the melodic phrase is answered by a responsive phrase.

In many songs, the two types of vocal call-and-response coexist, sometimes within 

measures of each other, as seen in Figure 3-12, which shows the first verse of “Turn To 

Stone”. The first chorale response shown in the third measure of the example is a next-line 

response as, textually, it contributes to the thought of the first sentence fragment shown in 

the first two measures of Figure 3-12, and musically, it is equal in length to the preceding 

fragment and follows a similar rhythmic structure. In measure 7 and 8, the response is orna

mental and serves to prolong the dominant with the repetition of the progression Am to 

G#m, of which G# is the mediant of the key and the relative chord of the dominant, which 

here functions as a dominant substitute.13 Measures 11-12 show a return of the next-line re-

13 This chord could also be analyzed as a dominant with a substituted sixth.
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sponse, marked with the same qualifiers as measures 3-4.

The cit - y streets-. emp - ty ~ noW ^— (the lights don’t shine

y  l A t  _h 4  - P - ,  I ^ — n ------------------------------------ — > t,J— I , I/L T f ff h i w-----ar-m...iiri----< ■  ........................  . . . . c---- . . ., . t................ —‘— >. md---- —rM. ft T* ^
J ----- J -p l....tj...—L,*..... ...................•  J ;— - 1 J 1 ...J.....J) Jl....J - .... j ) ....1.-4...1-... 5 .....S .... '

no more-------------  ) and so—  the songs------  are way—  down lo\VZl— (tum-ing,

ir ~ i .... ,....... j r n -  T-- -  - - — — ,
—MS -"■'■■■-ft—£— m

----------3  *  ------ 1—^ ...................... J — J 1 J .— ..^— J ) —
turn-mg, turn-ing) A sound—  that flows------  m - to-----  my mind-

" - H j L --------------- -K — h— i------ A  J l------
— J v mmm---- —

' i f f ' — i— — p H— p f — a d  > -p p —p ------¡a-f-P ' “i l l ...............  j V L.....  L ...... |............. .....rm  tr t* i 7 ..A __ A . . ... .... Z ' - t "  J

i r  J - ^ 3 t-----^ ..... .................................................... .........

(the ech-oes of------ the day - light )  of ev - Yy thing____ that is__  a - livel

Finally, the call-and-response technique is presented between voice and instruments. 

In these passages, the single melodic line is “answered” by instruments, which are usually 

orchestral strings or guitar. While “Turn To Stone” memorably echoes the melodic line ver

batim in the chorus (seen in Figures 3-13 and 3-14), the majority of presentations of this type 

have the instrumental response answering with its own melody. This is different from a full- 

fledged countermelody in that the response is relatively short and does not occur simulta

neously as the melody, but between phrases.
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I turn to stone when you are gone I can't go on

Figure 3-13: “Turn To Stone” (1:30).

i turn to stone when you are gone I turn to stone
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Figure 3-14: ‘Turn To Stone” (2:32). The melody is shown with stems 

pointing up, and the response is shown with stems pointing down.

The chorus of “Evil Woman” contains a more conventional occurrence of the in

strumental response in that the response is a different melody than the call. There are three 

beats of rest between each vocal phrase, each filled with a short guitar nff. In measures 2-3 

and 6-7 of Figure 3-15 (the first and third responses), the same riff is played, The second 

response in measures 4-5 is an inversion of the first and third response. The inversion is seen 

again in measures 8-9, though here it ends with a definitive tonic (A) instead of a mediant 

(C).



~ 
(~------+-________,~---1-____.. 

Figure 3-15: "Evzl Woman" (1:05). 

"Rockaria" features an instrumental response in the bridge. Each vocal fragment 1s 

answered by a short riff played on the violins. Like the responses discussed 1n "Evil Worn-

an", the first and third violin responses (measures 2-3 and 6-7 of Figure 3-16) are identical, 
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and the second response (measures 4-5 of Figure 3-16) 1s a partial inversion of them. Meas-

ure 4 also contains a thmly veiled reference to Beethoven's 5th symphony; after the vocal hne 

sings "I think she'd die for Beethoven ... ", the iconic G-G-G-Eb of the first movement of 

the symphony is replicated by a piano strlkmg G-G-G-E in the same rhythmic pattern. 
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3.2.3. Countermelodies in the Strings

According to Oxford Music Online, a countermelody is “a melodic line, more extended or ex

pansive than a fugal counter subject, which is subordinate to, and combines contrapuntally 

with, a principal line.” (The Oxford Companion to Music 2010). A common feature among 

the selected songs is the use of countermelodies played by stringed orchestral instruments.

The third verse of “Showdown” contains a very clear example of a countermelody. 

During a pause in the vocal melody (measure 2 of Figure 3-17), a second melodic idea is pre

sented in the cellos. As the melody starts back again on the pickup to measure 3, the cellos 

continue to play a melody distinct from the melody presented by the voice. While the most 

active parts of the countermelody occur during pauses in the vocal line, its sustained notes
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and its ultunate contrapuntal combination with the vocal melody m measure 6 lead to its m-

clusion here as a countermelody. 

fl I -- .. 
I\ ... .... "" - ,, &I ,, . - . 

~ - - - -t) "* "---' "* - "* "* 
_,,._. 

She came_ to me like a friend she 

(cellos) ~----, 

• ..,...-....-(,}-
~ .. ,, 

' -.. . .. .__. - - -,, -r 

in on the south - em wind Now my hea 

there's gon-na be a 

Figure 3-17: ''Showdown" (1:13). 

"The Diary of Horace Wimp" mcludes a countermelody in the last verse. Not only 

do the violms provide a countermelody, but they also provide close-position harmonies that 

soar above the vocal line. 
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Ev-'ry-bo-dy's at the church_ when Hor-ace rush - cs m_ and 

says, "Now here comes my wife 

for the rest of_ my-- hfc " And she did. 

Fzgure 3-18: 'The Diary oJHorace Wimp" (2:42). 

3.2.4. Scalar and Arpeggiated Chord Passages 

Ascendmg and descendmg scales and arpeggiated chords are present tn many of the songs 

studied and have some common attributes. These passages are usually presented tn one of 

two ways: as a fill or as a countermelody. In either case, the passages almost always rematn in 

the background and serve to accent the foreground. 14 

A fill is a short musical passage that helps to sustam the hstener's attention during a 

break between the phrases of a melody. In this way, these fills can also be seen as the third 

variation of call-and-response, tn which the vocal hne 1s answered by tnstruments. These fills 

are usually short, perhaps lasting only a beat or two. An example of these fills may be found 

14 It should be noted that terms such as "background" and "foreground" are used here generically. While 
some of the meanings and ideas might be similar to those of Heinnch Schenker, his concepts of foreground, 
middle ground, and background should not associated with the use of the terms here. 
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in the second verse of "Xanadu", of which the first half may be seen m Figure 3-19. Measure 

3 of the example shows a scale, played by violins, descendmg from tome (F#), which is the 

overall harmony of the measure, down a full octave and a sixth to the mediant (A#), which 

is the harmony of the fourth measure. The violms return four measures later (measure 8 of 

Figure 3-19) to ascend from the dominant (C#) to the tonic, reinforcmg the authentic ca

dence between the first phrase (mms. 1-8) and the second phrase (starting at measure 9). In 

this way, the scalar passages can be seen as connective material from one harmoruc episode 

to the next. 

The love_ the ech-oes of long_ a - go_ we 

need-ed the world- to know ___ they are in Xan - a - du ______ _ 

The dream-- that 

Figure 3-19: 'Xanadu" (1:34). 

Scalar and arpeggiated passages are more often presented as a countermelody over a larger 

frame of time, which allows the passage to span a greater range. This lends a sweeping effect 
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to the songs that nught have otherwise had a smaller range. In ''Wild West Hero", the cho-

rus is repeated several times throughout the song, each time building upon itself with added 

harmorues and greater instrumentation to culmmate ill a grand finale. The fillal section of 

the song has the chorus repeat four times; on the third repetition (shown in measures 1-4 of 

Figure 3-20), the strmgs play sixteenth notes that arpeggiate the chords that harmonize with 

the vocals. On the fourth repetition (measures 5-8), the sixteenth notes yield to sixteenth-

note triplets, and the arpeggios are filled ill to become scales. 

Oh I wish 1 was_ Oh a wild west 

{0::1 :::::!d 
he - ro Oh 1 wish I was_ oh_ 

~~ ~.~~ 
a wild ____ _ west 

he ro 

Figure 3-20: 'Wzld West Hero" (3:56). 
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The last bridge of “Livin’ Thing”, shown in Figure 3-21, features scalar and arpeggiated pas

sages played by the violins that widen the range of the song as well as help distinguish the 

meter. The first two measures of 3-21 show a scale ascending two octaves and a third (G3 to 

B5) and descending back down again, albeit one note shy of its starting pitch. The same is 

seen in measures 3-4 with the ascent from F3 to A5 and the descent back to G3. The pas

sages span the length of two full measures each with the implied accent placed on the high

est note (the downbeats of measures 2 and 4). This is sharply contrasted by measures 5-7, in 

which the scalar passages have been replaced by ascending-descending arpeggiated chords, 

spanning one measure each. This places the highest note and implied emphasis on the third 

beat of each measure, giving a “double-time” feeling to the measures, which lead to the final 

measure shown in Figure 3-21 m which the cellos and guitars further quicken the rhythmic 

pace. A third staff below the voice and violin shows the implied rhythmic emphasis.
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and your_ sweet- de - sire-----------

ft--f--f----+!J~11n~~_.:'._~~11:'!.~!. __ -·-----------t-~--------·--·--·----·--·---····- ··········+-<>-··--·····----·---·-·-·-·-··-·---··.::.·--------! 

> > > n---0--··---·--·------·-·--···-·---··-·-···--··---·------- +-r------r '-----·-+ r --------------r --------·----j 

high - er and high er ha by 

> ---------------··--··--· ·---1-r > > 

i r i ---JI 

Figure 3-21: ''Ltvzn' Thzng" (2:47). 
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3.2.5. Voice Alteration

Perhaps one of the most recognizable qualities of ELO’s music is the use of voice alteration 

affects produced by the Vocoder and the talk box. The Vocoder (a portmanteau of the 

words “voice” and “encoder”) is a system that allows input (the voice) to be passed through 

a series of filters and modified electronically. A talk box allows input (an instrument such as 

guitar or keyboard) to be passed through an airtight tube, which is placed in the musician’s 

mouth. This allows the musician to modify the sound by changing the shape of his mouth. 

Both effects essentially produce the same result: a robotic, other-worldly sounding voice 

(Goetzman 2009). While the “robot voice” is only featured in five of the songs in this study, 

in each of those instances it is a very prominent feature of the song. In four of the songs — 

“Mr. Blue Sky,” “Confiision,” “AH Over The World,” and “Sweet Talkin’ Woman” -  the 

altered voice sings the title of the song; in “The Diary of Horace Wimp,” the altered voice 

acts as both a rhythmic tool and a part of the melody. In the latter song, alteration is applied 

to syncopated scat singing, shown on the lower staff of Figure 3-22, which contrasts with the 

steady quarter notes played on the piano and leads seamlessly to its melodic aspect in meas

ures four and sixteen. The intermingling of rhythmic and melodic aspects of the altered 

voice continues throughout the song.
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(scat singing) > Mon-

He'd be in trou-ble though he'd 

He'd have to hur - ry out-

> > > 

Figure 3-22: 'The Diary ojHorace Wzmp" (0:06). 

3.2.6. Flanging 

Flanging (pronounced "flan-Jtng") is an audio effect created by nuxing two identical signals 

together, with one signal delayed by a small and gradually changing period. The two signals 

are usually between 0 and 20 nulhseconds apart, making them close enough to be indistin

guishable to the ear, yet far enough apart to result tn an unusual frequency response. The 
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direct and delayed signals combine and have phase interference, which puts a series of peaks 

and dips in the frequency response, also known as a comb-filter effect. The flanging effect 

varies the delay between 0 and 20 milliseconds, which causes the comb-filter nulls (the 

“pulse” of two non-simultaneous tones) to sweep up and down the spectrum, producing a 

“hollow, swishing, and ethereal [sound], as if  the music were playing through a pipe” (Bar

tlett and Bartlett 2008, 219-220).

Alan P. Kefauver describes it as follows:

In the studio, the effect was first produced when a signal was fed to two tape 

recorders simultaneously, and whose outputs were then combined. The 

speed of one of the recorders was varied just a litde bit by applying a slight 

pressure to the flange of the supply reel (hence the term ‘flanging’). As the 

machine’s speed varied, so did the tape’s transit time between the record and 

playback heads. Compared to the other tape recorder, the very slight time- 

delay differential produced a series of phase-shift cancellations and rein

forcements moved up and down the audio bandwidth, producing the effect 

that is now known as flanging. (Kefauver 2001, 202).

Kefauver also quite effectively summarizes any explanation of flanging: “For the person who 

has not heard the effect first hand, descriptive phrases may not contribute much to the un

derstanding of just what phasing and flanging really sound like.” (Ibid.)

Flanging is used in mne of the songs in this study. In almost every instance, it is used 

sparingly as to not oversaturate the listener with the unusual sound, but to draw attention to 

a particular part of the song. It may be used during the introduction (“Turn To Stone,” 

“Shine A Little Love,” “Xanadu”), the ending (“The Diary of Horace Wimp,” “Xanadu”), 

the chorus (“Strange Magic”), or in short, arrhythmic instrumental breaks (“Showdown,”
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“Evil Woman”). The exception is “Pm Alive,” which uses flanging often throughout the 

song. This is most likely intended to give the entire song an other-worldly feel, as it was writ

ten specifically for the introductory scenes in Xanadu in which the Muses spring to life from 

a painting to incarnate on Earth.

3.2.7. Polyrhythm

Polyrhythm is the simultaneous sounding of two different and independent rhythms, result

ing in a cross-beat or cross-rhythm, in which the regular pattern of accents of the prevailing 

rhythm is contradicted by a conflicting pattern. A common cross-beat is a three-against-two 

pattern, which is featured in several ELO singles.

In “Showdown,” the vocal line of the chorus features a triplet rhythm, which con

flicts with the 4/4 rhythms of the song. Figure 3-23 shows the first chorus of the song. The 

sixth complete measure of the example shows how the polyrhythm is emphasized as the bass 

guitar, which on beats three and four is accompanied by the kick drum and crash cymbal, 

accents quarter notes contrary to the triplet rhythm m the voice.
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Figure 3-23: '~howdown" (0:47). 

In "Evil Woman," a one-measure cross-rhythm played on piano is a recurring motif. 

As seen m Figure 3-24, the inverted tonic chord, C, pulses on eight eighth notes while a bass 

arpeggio accents first, fourth, and seventh eighth notes (the downbeat of one, the upbeat of 

two, and the downbeat of four). This syncopation contrasts with the prevailing rhythm of 

the rest of the song, which places emphasis on beats two and four. It is first heard after the 

arrhythmic introductory measures, leadmg into the Am-Em-Dm chord progression of the 

verse. Throughout the song, it is heard at the end of verses leadmg mto the chorus, which 

also uses an Am-Em-Dm chord progression. 
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Figure 3-24: "Evzl Woman" (00: 12). 

3.3. Harmonic Traits 

Perhaps one of the keys to ELO's appeal to hsteners is thetr use of common chord progres

sions that are easily accessible to hsteners. A Roman numeral analysis of the 22 songs 1n this 

study found that many of the songs share similar chord progressions with each other and 

with other well-known popular songs; one example is the doo-wop progression of [I-vi-IV

V] or [I-vi-11-V], named for the style of music in which it prommently featured (Scott 2003, 

204). While the basic model of the progression is kept intact, chords may be added or altered 

either by way of a borrowed chord or chromatic alteration. For example, ''Wild West Hero" 

follows the doo-wop progression, though the dominant (D) is delayed by a secondary domi

nant (A 7). In "I'm Ahve," the [vi] is replaced by a [vi 0

] which adds a Bb to the harmorues 

and allows the B of the G chord to step down chromatically to the A of the Am chord. In 

"Livln' Thing,'' the progression has the beginll1ngs of the doo-wop feel unttl the thtrd chord 

(what would normally be [IV] or [ii]) is replaced by a [b VI]. The followmg table illustrates the 

doo-wop chord progressions as well thett locations with1n each song. 
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S o n g  t i t l e  ( k e y ) C h o r d s
R o m a n  N u m e r a l s

L o c a t io n  w i t h i n  s o n g

Telephone Line (A) A F#m D E 
I vi IV V

1:33 (“Doo wop...”)

Rockaria! (D) D Bm F#m A 
I vi iii V

0:01 (Introduction, bridge)

Wild West Hero (G) G Em C A7 D 
I vi IV V7—»V

0:22 (verse)

I’m Alive (G) G Edim Am D 
I vi° ii V

0:25 (verse)

Livin’ Thing (C) C Am Ab Fm 
I vi bVI iv

0:23 (verse)

Confusion (C) C Am Dm G 
I vi ii V

0:20 (verse)

Figure 3-25: Doo-wop progressions.

Progressions made up of the three primary (major) chords of a major key — [I], [IV] 

and [V] — are some of the most basic chord progressions in popular music (Bennett 2008, 

60). “Rock V  Roll Is King/’ “Showdown” and the verses of “Hold On Tight” all utilize the 

three primary chords only. These chords are also the basis for the twelve-bar blues progres

sion, which can be heard throughout “Don’t Bring Me Down” and in the verses of “Rock- 

aria!”.

Very rarely do chords act non-functionally; most of the music discussed here is quite 

tonal and allows for functional harmony and consonance. Movement from tonic to its rela

tive minor or major is also common; for example, “Evil Woman” primarily stays in the key
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of A minor (supported by the chords Am, Em, and Dm) but at the end of each verse it shifts 

briefly to the key of C major (supported by the chords C, G, and F) before returning to A 

minor. This same movement between relative keys can be heard in other songs, as seen in 

Figure 3-26.

S o n g  t i t l e  ( k e y ) K e y  a r e a s  
R o m a n  n u m e r a l s

Evil Woman (Am) Verses in Am and C; chorus in Am 
i III i

All Over The World (D) Verses in D; chorus in Bm 
I vi

Livin’ Thing (C) Verses in C; bridge in Am; chorus in C 
I vi I

Strange Magic (G) Verses in G; chorus in Em; refrain in G 
I vi I

Mr. Blue Sky (F) Verses in F; chorus in Dm 
I vi

Turn To Stone (E) Verses in E; chorus in C#m 
I vi

Hold On Tight (G) Verses in G; chorus in Em 
I vi

Last Train To London (G) Verses in Em; chorus in G
vi I

Shine A Little Love (G) Introduction/refrain in G; verses and chorus in Em
I vi

Figure 3-26: Movement between relative keys.

Modal mixture is a recurring element in much of ELO’s music. Borrowed chords,

such as [b ill], [iv], [bVI], and [bVII], function the same as their parallel counterparts and can 

be heard in “Don’t Bring Me Down,” “Xanadu,” “The Diary of Horace Wimp,” “Confu-



sion,” “Shine A Little Love,” “Livin’ Thing,” “Turn To Stone,” “10538 Overture,” “I’m 

Alive,” “Telephone Line,” “All Over The World,” and others.
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Other non-diatonic chords are the result of chromatic alteration to fulfill a particular 

melodic line. For example, the bridge of “I’m Alive” includes the chord D#dim. Since the 

song is in the key of G, this may be analyzed as either a [V7/vi] with a missing root, or as a 

[vii°/vi]; however, when the surrounding chords of D and Em are taken into consideration, 

it is clear that the D#dim is simply the product of a passing tone. D moves up to D#, and 

up again to E. Figure 3-27 illustrates instances of chromatically altered chords in context as 

well as the melodic lines formed by them.

S o n g  t i t l e  ( k e y ) C h o r d  p r o g r e s s io n  a n d  
p l a c e m e n t  in song

M e l o d i c  l in e

Livin’ Thing (C) Dm G+ C (chorus) D-D#-E
ii V+ I

Strange Magic (G) G G+ Em (end of verse) D-D#-E
I 1+ vi

Telephone Line (A) A Am7 A7 F# (verse) A-Ab-G-F#
I Im7 17 vi

Wild West Hero (G) C A7 D (verse) C-C#-D
IV V7 —> V

Confusion (C) c C7 F Fm (chorus) C-Bb-A-Ab
I V7/TV IV iv

I’m Alive (G) D D#dim Em (bridge) D-D#-E
V vii °/vi vi

V7/vi

Figure 3-27: Chromatic alterations.
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Tactile considerations may play a role in the composition of the songs; Allan Moore 

notes that much of pop-rock music is composed “at the fretboard” (guitar) or “at the key

board.” While chord shapes on a keyboard are relatively similar, the same cannot be said of 

chord shapes on guitar, which “clearly forces a songwriter into a limited repertoire of har

monies,” (Moore 1993, 54-55). The roots of the open position chords that are “familiar to all 

guitarists” — C, D, E, G, A — form a pentatonic scale, and the chords themselves form the 

harmonic basis of many pop-rock songs. The combination of these chords frequently pro

duces chromatic relations. In keyboard-driven pop-rock music, chromaticism frequently 

stems from passages characterized by minimal finger movement, common tones, and step

wise motion (Capuzzo 183). ELO’s principal songwriter Jeff Lynne is a multi-instrumentalist 

and wrote songs and passages on both piano15 and guitar,16 which shows in the chord pro

gressions. For example, “Don’t Bring Me Down” features the chord progression A, D, A, C, 

G, D, A., all of which are open position guitar chords. Another example of an instrument- 

related progression can be seen in the chords of the verse of “Mr. Blue Sky” (F, AM, A, Dm, 

G, Em, A), which, because of the similar chord shapes and minimal note-changing, appears 

to have possibly been written on a keyboard instrument.

3.4. Formal Traits

Ken Stephenson argues that traditional formal structures depend on cues found in cadence 

patterns and key schemes to delineate sections, but in popular music these cues are found in 

text, instrumentation, rhythm, and harmony (Stephenson 2002, 122). Cues in the text may be

15 “... I said,'You all go do something and I'll just write this song on the piano in the s t u d i o . - Jeff Lynne 
on Tim othy W h ite ’s R ock Stars  radio program (Lynne 1990).
16 “I played [Marc Bolan’s] Gibson Firebird on the solo of Showdown.” -  Jeff Lynne in the liner notes of 
EL 0  ¿'(Lynne 2006c).
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the statement and repetition of a specific word or phrase, which may be linked with other 

elements such as melodic contour and rhythm, helping the listener to distinguish formal pat

terns. Other textual cues may be the location of the text; when and where a particular text is 

used helps to determine both its local relationship to surrounding sections and its place with

in the overall structure (Endnnal 2008, 62).

Changes in mstrumentation often signal the beginning of a new section in popular 

music. These changes may include the addition or subtraction of instruments as well as the 

modification of a particular line in one or more instruments, leading to textural differences 

that can serve as formal markers (Endrinal 2008, 63). Because many popular songs, and cer

tainly the ELO songs studied here, are based on the repetition of rhythmic and harmonic 

patterns, changes in these patterns can help distinguish sections (Stephenson 2002, 131). For 

this study, formal sections were delineated by taking into account the section’s timbral and 

textual nature in relation to the song’s other sections, the section’s text content and repeti

tion, the section’s harmonic and melodic content, and the location of the section within the 

song’s overall formal design.

Each song included in this study begins with an introduction. In thirteen of the 

twenty-two songs (approximately 59%), the introduction is simply a riff or ostinato pattern 

that incorporates the chords of the upcoming verse. Examples of this type of introduction 

can be found in “10538 Overture,” “Showdown,” “Can’t Get It Out Of My Head,” “Evil 

Woman,” “Turn To Stone,” “Mr. Blue Sky,” “The Diary of Horace Wimp,” “Last Tram To 

London,” “Don’t Bring Me Down,” “I’m Alive,” “Xanadu,” “Hold On Tight,” and “Rock 

cn’ Roll Is King.” Other times, the introduction serves to establish a motif, or hook, which 

recurs throughout the song, usually after each chorus leading into the next verse. In some 

songs, such as “Strange Magic,” “Telephone Line,” “Confusion,” “Shine A Little Love,” and
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"All Over The World," the hook remains relatively unchanged each time it appears. In 

"Sweet Talkin' Woman," and to a greater extent in "Livin' Thing" and "Rockana!," the hook 

is slightly modified via added or reduced mstrumentation. In the latter two examples, the 

hook is subdued and sparsely orchestrated the first two times it appears ( dunng the introduc-

tion and after the first chorus) and is substantially fleshed out into a new formal section after 

the second chorus. In these songs, the initial hook can even be seen as foreshadowing a 

formal structure occurring later in the song. An introduction can also serve as JUSt that: an 

introduction that stands alone as its own formal section. In ''Wtld West Hero," the introduc-

non is not heard again until the end of the song, where the same chords, text, and instru-

mentation are used as a conclusion. Finally, some songs have a double introduction; that is, a 

uruque section begins the song, followed by vamping leadmg into the first verse. Examples 

of this include the strings that begin "Showdown" and "The Diary of Horace Wimp," as 

well as the free-time introduction to "Evtl Woman," shown m Figure 3-28. At measure four, 

the rhythm becomes steady, and the song transitions into the second introduction. 

but them bro-ken dreams have got to end---

(in steady time) 

Figure 3-28: Reduction of "Evzl Woman" (0:01). 17 

17 Please note that the first three measures are a reduction of the many voices heard in the introduction; 
therefore the pitches may not be displayed in their original octave. 
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In each song, the introduction is followed by the first of several verses. Throughout 

the rest of the song, the verses will occur between chorus sections. The labeling of a section 

as “verse” is linked more to the music than to the text, as each verse has a similar melody, 

rhythm, and harmonic progression accompanying different text, although slight variations in 

the melody from verse to verse is common.

In eight of the songs, the verses are followed by a brief transitional section before 

the appearance of the chorus. The transitional sections can be characterized by a shift in the 

musical material (such as harmonic progression, rhythm, etc.) as well as by its location within 

the music, which is usually between a verse and chorus. Examples of a typical transition can 

be found in “Can't Get It Out Of My Head,” “Livin' Thing,” “Telephone Line,” “Sweet 

Talkin' Woman,” “The Diary of Horace Wimp,” “Last Tram To London,” “Shine A Little 

Love,” “I’m Alive,” “Xanadu,” and “Strange Magic,” the latter of which can be seen in Fig

ure 3-7.

The chorus of each song is a section that is comprised of lines of text that are dis

tinct from the verse and transition by way of harmonic, melodic, rhythmic, and instrumenta

tion changes. The lyrics of the chorus usually, but not always, contain the title of the song or 

some variation of it. In general, the chorus will emphasize the tonic of the song, which 

serves to resolve any harmonic tension created by the preceding verse or bridge (Endrinal 

2008). Two of the songs — “Confusion,” and “Last Train To London” — have a post-chorus 

section that will be referred to here as a refrain.18 In both examples, the refrain continues to 

emphasize tome as set by the chorus and serves as a transitional section from the chorus to 

the next verse. In “Hold On Tight” and “Rock cn' Roll Is King,” it is difficult to establish a

18 Though some sources, such as Grove Music Online, use “refrain” and “chorus” as synonyms, here “re
frain” will denote a passage immediately following the chorus that, while the same lyrics are repeated each 
time the passage occurs, is not as climactic musically as the chorus, as it is not the initial arrival on tonic. 
Also, the chorus typically contains the title of the song or the hook, and the refrain does not.
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definite chorus, as the hook of each song — in both cases, the song’s title — is repeated at the 

end of each verse, rendering the following sections refrains instead of choruses.

An interlude is a formal section that features instrumental solos and lacks texted 

vocals — that is, actual lyrics and not syllables or scat singing. Typically in ELO’s music, there 

is one interlude per song (the exception to this is “Fm Alive”), and it occurs after the second 

statement of the chorus. In some songs, the interlude is harmonically very similar to other 

parts of the songs and may be viewed as such. For example, “Evil Woman,” “Mr. Blue Sky,” 

“Last Train To London,” “I’m Alive” (the first interlude), and “Rock cn’ Roll Is King,” in

clude instrumental solos that are based on the chords of the verses, and “Don’t Bring Me 

Down” includes an instrumental solo that is based on the chords of the chorus, which would 

allow one to theoretically label these as a modified verse or chorus. Still, the harmonic pro

gressions of the interludes in other songs, such as “10538 Overture,” “Showdown,” “Can’t 

Get It Out Of My Head,” “Strange Magic,” “Wild West Hero,” and “I’m Alive” (the second 

interlude), include completely new material and may be interpreted as unique formal struc

tures within each song.

In popular music, the term “bridge” is usually used to refer to the penultimate sec

tion before the final repeat of any opening materials. The bridge may provide a contrast to 

the opening section. Though the label “bridge” implies some sort of transitional or connect

ing material from chorus to verse or vice versa, frequently the bridge does not have any 

harmonic or melodic associations to the surrounding material. In his study of the music of 

U2, Christopher Endrinal designates the bridge as an “interverse,” functioning the same as 

an interlude with a unique harmonic progression, the primary difference between the two 

sections being that the interverse contains texted lyncs while the interlude does not. The 

bridge or interverse usually provides a formal break in the song as well as to build tension
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leading to the final section of the song (Endrinal 2008, 75). Examples of these bridges in the 

music of ELO can be heard in “Shine A Little Love” and “All Over The World.”

In most of the songs, the last bars, or conclusion, consist mainly of the repeated cho

rus as the volume drops and the song fades to silence. However, two of the songs, “Mr. Blue 

Sky” and “Xanadu,” include completely new material in the conclusion, while another, “Wild 

West Hero,” provides a direct quote from the introduction as a conclusion.

The overall forms of the songs are typically a type of verse-chorus form or thirty- 

two-bar form. In contrasting verse-chorus form, which is the most prevalent form found in 

these singles, the chorus is the focus of the song, and is prepared and contrasted by the 

verse. The chorus and verse have distinct harmonies from each other. Examples of this in

clude “Can’t Get It Out Of My Head,” “Livin’ Thing,” “Strange Magic,” “Telephone Line,” 

“Turn To Stone,” “Sweet Talkin’ Woman,” “Mr. Blue Sky,” “The Diary of Horace Wimp,” 

“Last Train To London,” “Confusion,” “Shine A Little Love,” “I’m Alive,” “Xanadu,” and 

“All Over The World.” “Evil Woman” is also in verse-chorus form, though it would be con

sidered simple verse-chorus in that the harmomes of the chorus are identical to the harmo

nies of the verse. In thirty-two-bar form, or AABA form, the verse is the focus of the song, 

and is prepared and contrasted by a bridge or refrain. Examples of thirty-two-bar form in

clude “Rockaria!,” “Hold On Tight,” and “Rock cn’ Roll Is King.” These forms, like many of 

the chord progressions previously discussed, are not atypical in popular music.
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CHAPTER 4: FULL ANALYSIS OF A SONG

Using the terms defined in chapter three, this chapter will present a model for the analysis of 

a popular song. The song chosen for analysis, “All Over The World,” represents what may 

arguably be the most “ELO-sounding” of the songs: it contains examples of each some trait 

discussed in the previous chapter, and its harmonic and formal developments are in keeping 

with those of the majority of the songs studied. An overview of the formal sections and sty

listic traits found within will show how the aforementioned traits may work together to form 

a complete song and provide an example of popular music analysis.

The song is composed in a contrasting verse-chorus form, as shown in Figure 4-1 (a) 

and in further detail in Figure 4-1 (b). A thorough investigation of each section will follow.
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Song section: I 1 I 2 V 1 C 1 I 2 V 2 C 2 B 1 B 2 C 3 V 3 C 4 I 2 C 4
Function: i  h  A B h  A B C D B A ’ B h  B ’

Figure 4-1 (a): Song sections and theirfunctions in “A ll Over The World”.

Section Fun ction L yrics C h o rd
Progression
(re p e titio n s )

N u m b e r of 
M easu res

T im e
(m :ss)

First introduc
tion

introduction (none) D, Dm7 4 0:13-0:21

Second intro
duction

hook (none) D, Dm7 (2) 4 0:21-0:28

First verse (two 
stanzas)

A section Everybody all 
around the world... 
I got a message on 

the radio....

D, D#+, G, Gm, 
D, Bm, Em, C, 

F, A 
(2)

16 0:28-0:59

First chorus B section All over the 
world...

Em, F#m, Bm 

(2)
Em, F#m, G, A

6 0:59-1:11

Second intro
duction

hook (none) D, Dm7 (2) 4 1:11-1:20

Second verse A section Everybody walkin’ 
down the street.... 
We’re gonna take a 
trip across the sea...

D, D#+, G, Gm, 
D, Bm, Em, C, 

F, A (2)

16 1:20-1:50

Second chorus B section All over the 
world...

Em, F#m, Bm 

(2)
Em, F#m, G, A

6 1:50-2:01

First bridge C section (none) D, Bm, G, Em, 
A (2)

8 2:01-2:17

Second bridge D section London, Hamburg, 
Paris, Rome...

G, C (4) 
A, D (3) 

C, A

8 2:17-2:33

Third chorus B section All over the 
world...

Em, F#m, Bm 

(2)
Em, F#m, G, A

6 2:33-2:44

Second intro
duction

hook (none) D, Dm7 (2) 4 2:44-2:52

Third verse A prime 
section

Everybody all 
around the world...

D, D#+, G, Gm 

(2)
D, Bm (2)

12 2:52-3:15

Fourth chorus B section All over the 
world...

Em, F#m, Bm 

(2)
Em, F#m, G, A

6 3:15-3:27

Second intro
duction

hook (none) D, Dm7
s

2 3:27-3:31

Fifth chorus B prime 
section

All over the world... Em, F#m, Bm 
(7)

15 3:31-3:58

Figure 4-1 (b): Form outline o f “A ll Over The World”.
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The track begins with the sounds of a murmuring crowd, followed by Lynne’s voice 

counting to four, cueing the beginning of the song, shown as “I1” in Figure 4-1 (a) and as 

measures 1-4 in Figure 4-2. It is a double introduction: the first four bars are sustained whole 

notes of the main chords of the hook, D and Dm7; in measure four, the second introduction 

plays the hook of the song (shown as “I2” in Figure 4-1 (a) and functioning as “h” or 

“hook”), characterized by D and Dm7 harmonies alternating each measure (not shown) and 

by the “ooh”s in the vocal line. In the upper register, the strings play two two-measure-long 

sixteenth-note passages (seen in measures 5-6 and 7-8 of Figure 4-2), which are both an ex

ample of scalar passages as well as polyrhythm. Starting with the second beat of each pas

sage, the implied accent on the highest note in the group (A) can be heard in a syncopated 

rhythm; instead of occurring on the downbeat or every fourth sixteenth note, the accent oc

curs every third sixteenth note. Combined with the straight drum beat and bass line, this 

lends a hemiola-feel to the introduction.

(strings)

Figure 4-2: Reduction o f “A ll Over The World" introduction (0:13).
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Next, the song moves to a verse (shown in Figure 4-1 (a) as “V1” and functioning as 

the “A” section) that utilizes a unique harmonic progression, seen in Figure 4-3.

Chord: D D#+ G Gm
Function: I V+/IV IV iv

Everybody all around the world, gotta tell you what I just heard

D Bm Em C F A
I vi ii bVII b i l l  V

__________ There's gonna be a party all over the world____________________

Figure 4-3: Chords o f “A ll Over The World” verse (0:28).19

The chord progression includes many non-diatomc chords, which are the result of voice- 

leading. For example, the chord progression seen in the first line of Figure 4-4 (D, D#+, G, 

Gm) is the consequence of building chords around a singular line, in this case A-A#-B-Bb. 

The same can be said of the second line of the verse (starting in measure 5 of Figure 4-4); in 

the chord progression D, Bm, Em, C, F, A, the borrowed chords C and F are the product of 

the A-B-B-C-C-C# line. This line can be heard in the second verse (“V 2” in Figure 4-1 (a)) in 

the ornamental response and is shown in measures 7-8 of Figure 4-4. Figure 4-5 shows a re

duction of the same progression, with lines connecting moving notes to show the step-wise 

voice leading employed.

19 The Hal Leonard scores indicate that the second chord is an F#+, which is enharmonic to D#+ and makes 
little sense theoretically.
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~~0--- 4P--- pf —0-----0 0 —y

Ev - Yy ~ bo ~ dy walk-ing downl^- the street- Ev - Yy - bo - dy tnov-ing

4j ?  L ....., ..... -------------------------------- ----1------  _ — r . n------ r — --------------------  —

w ..-------------■'—* ---- J - — --------
...£.............J ........ -------------------------------_  r  ~ r z iz ~ m  : ..in#" .— * """"

to the beat- They're gon-na get h o t _ — down m the U___ - S. A..

p  j  j .. i ... 4 .... 1 ^...1Ü
(New York, De - troit, L. A.)_

Figure 4-4: Second verse o f “A ll Over The World” (1:20),

0 - o - — 4 ï ^ — -------
BBS i ! c 5 Ls — i 8 ^ j. J&JI_____

^ & -------J

Figure 4-5: Step-wise voice leading.

After the second chorus, in which Be van's drum beat changes from the straight rock 

rhythm heard in the first chorus to a Mersey beat20, the song segues into a double bridge 

(“B1” and “B2” in Figure 4-1 (a)). The first part of the bridge (shown m measures 1-8 of Fig

ure 4-7) has multiple instruments playing in unison the notes of a D major scale from D 

down to E, all while what sounds like hand claps, foot stomps, and snare drum keep a steady 

quarter beat. Over all of this, upper register strings (not shown) play soft, staccato eighth

20 A Mersey beat is a moderate back-beat oriented pulse which also emphasizes the upbeat of beat two. 
Example:
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notes that outline the overall harmonic progression (D, Bm, G, Em, A, D, Bm, G, Em, A), a 

highly functional, “down by thirds” sequence.

The down-stemmed notes in the fourth and fifth measures of Figure 4-7 show an 

example of voice alteration; a “robot voice” sings the title of the song. The first part of the 

bridge ends with the same sixteenth-note figures in the percussion that were heard earlier (at 

the end of the first introduction).

The second part of the bridge (“B2” in Figure 4-1 (a); shown in reduction in measures 

9-16 of Figure 4-6) returns the song from the sparse orchestration of the first bridge to a 

fuller sound similar to the rest of the song. The chord progression here is simple yet effec

tive: it temporarily moves to the key of G and alternates between [I] and [TV] chords, keep

ing a pedal tonic in the bass (not shown). At measure 13, the key is shifted to A, but the 

harmonic progression ([I] and [IV] with pedal tome) remains the same until the last measure, 

when it transitions back into the key of D for the third chorus.
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7„ ... .jt — £' 7. p~ ^ y " - ji ——-^r u
(All ov - cr the

i f
(hand claps, foot stomps, snare drum)r r r r T r r r r r r r t r— r

world)

3 ^
. . o : i r

r r r r ' r r r r ' r r r r X  X  X ....X

Lon - doe, Ham-burg, Par-is, Rome- Ri - o, I long Kong, To-ky - o~

f o  l  j  j  j  j  i n  i - j  v j  j  j  - j  - li K r r J v
tfenfrii®___ m___ 0___ m______ m__m 1 m__ #  _____ m__ m m m ___zK....Z...Ufa__9 ... ..*......
irf - 4 4 ...... *  — ..4.^ .4  4 -...*  *  1  I  - 4^ 0 -  ~

L. A., New York, Am-ster - dam—  Mon - te Car - lo, Shard End, and 

Figure 4-6: Double break o f “All Over The World” (2:01),

The third chorus, shown in Figure 4-7, reverts back to a straight drum pattern and 

features an example of a countermelody in the strings. Afterwards, the hook returns briefly 

before the last verse, at which point the verse material is modified: the chord progression of 

the first four measures — D, F#+, G, Gm — is repeated, and the second line chord progres

sion — D, Bm, Em, C, F, A — is omitted. This is shown as “V3” in Figure 4-1 (a). The D,

F#+, G, Gm progression can be heard in the layered voices that contrast Lynne’s melodic 

line, which is shown in Figure 4-8. After a repeated D to Bm figure at approximately 3:08, 

the chorus returns, again with a Mersey beat. From this point forward, material is reused and



modified until the end (shown as “C4” in Figure 4-1 (a)), when quarter-note triplets lead to 

the final chord of DM9.

Figure 4-7: Third chorus o f “A ll Over The World” (02:33).
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Figure 4-8: Final verse o f “All Over The World” (2:52).
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EPILOGUE: SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL OBSERVATIONS

The primary aim of this study is to serve as a model of popular music analysis that incorpo

rates the analytical techniques of harmomc, melodic, and rhythmic analysis while also consi

dering formal, textural, and production/recording techniques. Ultimately, it is hoped that 

this will allow for a more thorough understanding of the some traits, formal processes, and 

song construction of ELO’s music, and popular music in general. Though the focus of this 

study is theoretical, an additional goal is to highlight a band that, regardless of a succession 

of commercial hits, has been relegated to “guilty pleasure” status and has until now been the 

topic of little, if  any, formal study. By drawing from numerous sources and writing a brief 

historical account of the band, I hope to have provided a reference for others wishing to re

search ELO, as well as to provide some context in which the songs were written and record

ed.

As stated earlier, the inspiration for this study came from Christopher Endrinal’s dis

sertation, Form and Style in the Music ofU2 , though throughout my work I found our studies to 

be quite different from one another, most notably in the salient traits chosen for analysis as 

well as the presentation of materials; for example, while spectrographs were appropriate in 

the study of what Endrinal calls “dynamic stereo,” their inclusion would have been super

fluous in this study. A thorough examination of the stylistic traits of a single song as they 

relate to the formal and harmomc components may show how these traits collaborate to 

form a coherent work. In some instances, particular passages of music may present as more 

than one trait; a scalar passage, for instance, may be used as a ornamental response, or a po
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lyrhythm may be evident within a countermelody. Many of the traits discussed in this thesis 

are not exclusive to ELO, and when they are considered separately, their inclusion in a song 

does not necessarily render the “ELO sound”; rather, it is the distinctive combination of 

these traits within familiar harmonic and formal patterns that make the songs unique to 

ELO.
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